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PREFACE

PREFACE

The third edition of this book differs from the second edition in numerous
ways. To start with, the chapters have been reordered to place the central material
at the beginning. There is also now more of a focus on the operating system as the
creator of abstractions. Chapter 1, which has been heavily updated, introduces all
the concepts. Chapter 2 is about the abstraction of the CPU into multiple
processes. Chapter 3 is about the abstraction of physical memory into address
spaces (virtual memory). Chapter 4 is about the abstraction of the disk into files.
Together, processes, virtual address spaces, and files are the key concepts that operating systems provide, so these chapters are now placed earlier than they previously had been.
Chapter 1 has been heavily modified and updated in many places. For example, an introduction to the C programming language and the C run-time model is
given for readers familiar only with Java.
In Chapter 2, the discussion of threads has been revised and expanded reflecting their new importance. Among other things, there is now a section on IEEE
standard Pthreads.
Chapter 3, on memory management, has been reorganized to emphasize the
idea that one of the key functions of an operating system is to provide the abstraction of a virtual address space for each process. Older material on memory
management in batch systems has been removed, and the material on the implementation of paging has been updated to focus on the need to make it handle the
larger address spaces now common and also the need for speed.
xxiv
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Chapters 4-7 have been updated, with older material removed and some new
material added. The sections on current research in these chapters have been
rewritten from scratch. Many new problems and programming exercises have
been added.
Chapter 8 has been updated, including some material on multicore systems.
A whole new section on virtualization technology, hypervisors, and virtual
machines, has been added with VMware used as an example.
Chapter 9 has been heavily revised and reorganized, with considerable new
material on exploiting code bugs, malware, and defenses against them.
Chapter 10, on Linux, is a revision of the old Chapter 10 (on UNIX and
Linux). The focus is clearly on Linux now, with a great deal of new material.
Chapter 11, on Windows Vista, is a major revision of the old Chap. 11 (on
Windows 2000). It brings the treatment of Windows completely up to date.
Chapter 12 is new. I felt that embedded operating systems, such as those
found on cell phones and PDAs, are neglected in most textbooks, despite the fact
that there are more of them out there than there are PCs and notebooks. This edition remedies this problem, with an extended discussion of Symbian OS, which is
widely used on Smart Phones.
Chapter 13, on operating system design, is largely unchanged from the second
edition.
Numerous teaching aids for this book are available. Instructor supplements
can be found at www.prenhall.com/tanenbaum. They include PowerPoint sheets,
software tools for studying operating systems, lab experiments for students, simulators, and more material for use in operating systems courses. Instructors using
this book in a course should definitely take a look.
In addition, instructors should examine GOAL (Gradiance Online Accelerated
Learning), Pearson's premier online homework and assessment system. GOAL is
designed to minimize student frustration while providing an interactive teaching
experience outside the classroom. With GOAL'S immediate feedback, hints, and
pointers that map back to the textbook, students will have a more efficient and
effective learning experience. GOAL delivers immediate assessment and feedback via two kinds of assignments: multiple choice Homework exercises and
interactive Lab work.
The multiple-choice homework consists of a set of multiple choice questions
designed to test student knowledge of a solved problem. When answers are graded
as incorrect, students are given a hint and directed back to a specific section in the
course textbook for helpful information.
The interactive Lab Projects in GOAL, unlike syntax checkers and compilers,
check for both syntactic and semantic errors. GOAL determines if the student's
program runs but more importantly, when checked against a hidden data set, verifies that it returns the correct result. By testing the code and providing immediate
feedback, GOAL lets you know exactly which concepts the students have grasped
and which ones need to be revisited.
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Instructors should contact their local Pearson Sales Representative for sales
and ordering information for the GOAL Student Access Code and Modern
Operating Systems, 3e Value Pack (ISBN: 0135013011).
A number of people helped me with this revision. First and foremost I want
to thank my editor, Tracy Dunkelberger. This is my 18th book and I have worn
out a lot of editors in the process. Tracy went above and beyond the call of duty
on this one, doing things like finding contributors, arranging numerous reviews,
helping with all the supplements, dealing with contracts, interfacing to PH, coordinating a great deal of parallel processing, generally making sure things happened on time, and more. She also was able to get me to make and keep to a very
tight schedule in order to get this book out in time. And all this while she remained chipper and cheerful, despite many other demands on her time. Thank you,
Tracy. I appreciate it a lot.
•
Ada Gavrilovska of Georgia Tech, who is an expert on Linux internals,
updated Chap. 10 from one on UNIX (with a focus on FreeBSD) to one more
about Linux, although much of the chapter is still generic to all UNIX systems.
Linux is more popular among students than FreeBSD, so this is a valuable change.
Dave Probert of Microsoft updated Chap. 11 from one on Windows 2000 to
one on Windows Vista. While they have some similarities, they also have significant differences. Dave has a great deal of knowledge of Windows and enough
vision to tell the difference between places where Microsoft got it right and where
it got it wrong. The book is much better as a result of his work.
Mike Jipping of Hope College wrote the chapter on Symbian OS. Not having
anything on embedded real-time systems was a serious omission in the book, and
thanks to Mike that problem has been solved. Embedded real-time systems are
becoming increasingly important in the world and this chapter provides an excellent introduction to the subject.
Unlike ^cla, Dave, and Mike, who each focused on one chapter, Shivakant
Mishra of the University of Colorado at Boulder was more like a distributed system, reading and commenting on many chapters and also supplying a substantial
number of new exercises and programming problems throughout the book.
Hugh Lauer also gets a special mention. When we asked him for ideas about
how to revise the second edition, we weren't expecting a report of 23 singlespaced pages, but that is what we got. Many of the changes, such as the new emphasis on the abstractions of processes, address spaces, and files are due to his input.
I would also like to thank other people who helped me in many ways, including suggesting new topics to cover, reading the manuscript carefully, making supplements, and contributing new exercises. Among them are Steve Armstrong, Jeffrey Chastine, John Connelly, Mischa Geldermans, Paul Gray, James Griffioen,
Jorrit Herder, Michael Howard, Suraj Kothari, Roger Kraft, Trudy Levine, John
Masiyowski, Shivakant Mishra, Rudy Pait, Xiao Qin, Mark Russinovich, Krishna
Sivalingam, Leendert van Doom, and Ken Wong.
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The people at Prentice Hall have been friendly and helpful as always, especially including Irwin Zucker and Scott Disanno in production and David Alick
ReeAnne Davies, and Melinda Haggerty in editorial.
Finally, last but not least, Barbara and Marvin are still wonderful, as usual
each ma unique and special way. And of course, I would like to thank Suzanne
for her love and patience, not to mention all the druiven and kersen, which have
replaced the sinaasappelsap in recent times.
Andrew S. Tanenbaum
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INTRODUCTION

A modern computer consists of one or more processors, some main memory,
disks, printers, a keyboard, a mouse, a display, network interfaces, and various
other input/output devices. All in all, a complex system. If every application programmer had to understand how all these things work in detail, no code would
ever get written. Furthermore, managing all these components and using them
optimally is an exceedingly challenging job. For this reason, computers are
equipped with a layer of software called the operating system, whose job is to
provide user programs with a better, simpler, cleaner, model of the computer and
to handle managing all the resources just mentioned. These systems are the subject of this book.
Most readers will have had some experience with an operating system such as
Windows, Linux, FreeBSD, or Max OS X, but appearances can be deceiving. The
program that users interact with, usually called the shell when it is text based and
the GUI (Graphical User Interface)—which is pronounced "gooey"— when it
uses icons, is actually not part of the operating system although it uses the operating system to get its work done.
A simple overview of the main components under discussion here is given in
Fig. 1-1. Here we see the hardware at the bottom. The hardware consists of chips,
boards, disks, a keyboard, a monitor, and similar physical objects. On top of the
hardware is the software. Most computers have two modes of operation: kernel
mode and user mode. The operating system is the most fundamental piece of software and runs in kernel mode (also called supervisor mode). In this mode it has
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complete access to all the hardware and can execute any instruction the machine
is capable of executing. The rest of the software runs in user mode, in which only
a subset of the machine instructions is available. In particular, those instructions
that affect control of the machine or do I/O (Input/Output) are forbidden to usermode programs. We will come back to the difference between kernel mode and
user mode repeatedly throughout this book.

User mode
V Software

Kernel mode

Figure 1-1- Where the operating system fits in.

The user interface program, shell or GUI, is the lowest level of user-mode
software, and allows the user to start other programs, such as a Web browser, email reader, or music player. These programs, too, make heavy use of the operating system.
The placement of the operating system is shown in Fig. 1-1. It runs on the
bare hardware and provides the base for all the other software.
An important distinction between the operating system and normal (usermode) software is that if a user does not like a particular e-mail reader, hef is free
to get a different one or write his own if he so chooses; he is not free to write his
own clock interrupt handler, which is part of the operating system and is protected
by hardware against attempts by users to modify it.
This distinction, however, is sometimes blurred in embedded systems (which
may not have kernel mode) or interpreted systems (such as Java-based operating
systems that use interpretation, not hardware, to separate the components).
Also, in many systems there are programs that run in user mode but which
help the operating system or perform privileged functions. For example, there is
often a program that allows users to change their passwords. This program is not
part of the operating system and does not run in kernel mode, but it clearly carries
out a sensitive function and has to be protected in a special way. In some systems, this idea is carried to an extreme form, and pieces of what is traditionally
t " H e " should be read as "he or she" throughout the book.
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considered to be the operating system (such as the file system) run in user space.
In such systems, it is difficult to draw a clear boundary. Everything running in
kernel mode is clearly part of the operating system, but some programs running
outside it are arguably also part of it, or at least closely associated with it.
Operating systems differ from user (i.e., application) programs in ways other
than where they reside. In particular, they are huge, complex, and long-lived.
The source code of an operating system like Linux or Windows is on the order of
five million lines of code. To conceive of what this means, think of printing out
five million lines in book form, with 50 lines per page and 1000 pages per volume
(larger than this book). It would take 100 volumes to list an operating system of
this size—essentially an entire bookcase. Can you imagine getting a job maintaining an operating system and on the first day having your boss bring you to a book
case with the code and say: "Go learn that." And this is only for the part that runs
in the kernel. User programs like the GUI, libraries, and basic application software (things like Windows Explorer) can easily run to 10 or 20 times that amount.
It should be clear now why operating systems live a long time—they are very
hard to write, and having written one, the owner is loath to throw it out and start
again. Instead, they evolve over long periods of time. Windows 95/98/Me was
basically one operating system and Windows NT/2000/XP/Vista is a different
one. They look similar to the users because Microsoft made very sure that the user
interface of Windows 2000/XP was quite similar to the system it was replacing,
mostly Windows 98. Nevertheless, there were very good reasons why Microsoft
got rid of Windows 98 and we will come to these when we study Windows in detail in Chap. 11.
The other main example we will use throughout this book (besides Windows)
is UNIX and its variants and clones. It, too, has evolved over the years, with versions like System V, Solaris, and FreeBSD being derived from the original system, whereas Linux is a fresh code base, although very closely modeled on UNIX
and highly compatible with it. We will use examples from UNIX throughout this
book and look at Linux in detail in Chap. 10.
In this chapter we will touch on a number of key aspects of operating systems,
briefly, including what they are, their history, what kinds are around, some of the
basic concepts, and their structure. We will come back to many of these important topics in later chapters in more detail.

1.1 WHAT IS AN OPERATING SYSTEM?
It is hard to pin down what an operating system is other than saying it is the
software that runs in kernel mode—and even that is not always true. Part of the
problem is that operating systems perform two basically unrelated functions: providing application programmers (and application programs, naturally) a clean
abstract set of resources instead of the messy hardware ones and managing these
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hardware resources. Depending on who is doing the talking, you might hear
mostly about one function or the other. Let us now look at both.
1.1.1 The Operating System as an Extended Machine
The architecture (instruction set, memory organization, I/O, and bus structure) of most computers at the machine language level is primitive and awkward
to program, especially for input/output. To make this point more concrete, consider how floppy disk I/O is done using the NEC PD765 compatible controller
chips used on most Intel-based personal computers. (Throughout this book we
will use the terms "floppy disk" and "diskette" interchangeably.) We use the
floppy disk as an example, because, although it is obsolete, it is much simpler
than a modern hard disk. The PD765 has 16 commands, each specified by loading
between I and 9 bytes into a device register. These commands are for reading and
writing data, moving the disk arm, and formatting tracks, as well as initializing,
sensing, resetting, and recalibrating the controller and the drives.
The most basic commands are read and write, each of which requires 13 parameters, packed into 9 bytes. These parameters specify such items as the address
of the disk block to be read, the number of sectors per track, the recording mode
used on the physical medium, the intersector gap spacing, and what to do with a
deleted-data-address-mark. If you do not understand this mumbo jumbo, do not
worry; that is precisely the point—it is rather esoteric. When the operation is completed, the controller chip returns 23 status and error fields packed into 7 bytes.
As if this were not enough, the floppy disk programmer must also be constantly
aware of whether the motor is on or off. If the motor is off, it must be turned on
(with a long startup delay) before data can be read or written. The motor cannot
be left on too long, however, or the floppy disk will wear out. The programmer is
thus forced to deal with the trade-off between long startup delays versus wearing
out floppy disks (and losing the data on them).
Without going into the real details, it should be clear that the average programmer probably does not want to get too intimately involved with the programming of floppy disks (or hard disks, which are worse). Instead, what the programmer wants is a simple, high-level abstraction to deal with. In the case of
disks, a typical abstraction would be that the disk contains a collection of named
files. Each file can be opened for reading or writing, then read or written, and finally closed. Details such as whether or not recording should use modified frequency modulation and what the current state of the motor is should not appear in
the abstraction presented to the application programmer.
Abstraction is the key to managing complexity. Good abstractions turn a
nearly impossible task into two manageable ones. The first one of these is defining and^aglementing the abstractions. The second one is using these abstractions
to sol^He problem at hand. One abstraction that almost every computer user
understands is the file. It is a useful piece of information, such as a digital photo,
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saved e-mail message, or Web page. Dealing with photos, e-mails, and Web pages
is easier than the details of disks, such as the floppy disk described above. The job
of the operating system is to create good abstractions and then implement and
manage the abstract objects thus created. In this book, we will talk a lot about abstractions. They are one of the keys to understanding operating systems.
This point is so important that it is worth repeating in different words. With
all due respect to the industrial engineers who designed the Macintosh, hardware
is ugly. Real processors, memories, disks, and other devices are very complicated
and present difficult, awkward, idiosyncratic, and inconsistent interfaces to the
people who have to write software to use them. Sometimes this is due to the need
for backward compatibility with older hardware, sometimes due to a desire to
save money, but sometimes the hardware designers do not realize (or care) how
much trouble they are causing for the software. One of the major tasks of the operating system is to hide the hardware and present programs (and their programmers) with nice, clean, elegant, consistent, abstractions to work with instead.
Operating systems turn the ugly into the beautiful, as shown in Fig. 1-2.
Application programs

H its

Beautiful interface

Operating system

& "W A is*

• Ugly interface

Figure 1-2. Operating systems turn ugly hardware into beautiful abstractions.
It should be noted that the operating system's real customers are the application programs (via the application programmers, of course). They are the ones
who deal directly with the operating system and its abstractions. In contrast, end
users deal with the abstractions provided by the user interface, either a commandline shell or a graphical interface. While the abstractions at the user interface may
be similar to the ones provided by the operating system, this is not always the
case. To make this point clearer, consider the normal Windows desktop and the
iine-oriented command prompt. Both are programs running on the Windows operating system and use the abstractions Windows provides, but they offer very different user interfaces. Similarly, a Linux user running Gnome or KDE sees a very
different interface than a Linux user working directly on top of the underlying
(text-oriented) X Window System, but the underlying operating system abstractions are the same in both cases.
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In this book, we will study the abstractions provided to application programs
in great detail, but say rather little about user interfaces. That is a large and important subject, but one only peripherally related to operating systems.
1.1.2 The Operating System as a Resource Manager
The concept of an operating system as primarily providing abstractions to application programs is a top-down view. An alternative, bottom-up, view holds
that the operating system is there to manage all the pieces of a complex system.
Modern computers consist of processors, memories, timers, disks, mice, network
interfaces, printers, and a wide variety of other devices. In the alternative view,
the job of the operating system is to provide for an orderly and controlled allocation of the processors, memories, and I/O devices among the various programs
competing for them.
Modern operating systems allow multiple programs to run at the same time.
Imagine what would happen if three programs running on some computer all tried
to print their output simultaneously on the same printer. The first few lines of
printout might be from program I, the next few from program 2, then some from
program 3, and so forth. The result would be chaos. The operating system can
bring order to the potential chaos by buffering all the output destined for the printer on the disk. When one program is finished, the operating system can then copyits output from the disk file where it has been stored for the printer, while at the
same time the other program can continue generating more output, oblivious to
the fact that the output is not really going to the printer (yet).
When a computer (or network) has multiple users, the need for managing and
protecting the memory, I/O devices, and other resources is even greater, since the
users might otherwise interfere with one another. In addition, users often need to
share not only hardware, but information (files, databases, etc.) as well. In short,
this view of the operating system holds that its primary task is to keep track of
which programs are using which resource, to grant resource requests, to account
for usage, and to mediate conflicting requests from different programs and users.
Resource management includes multiplexing (sharing) resources in two different ways: in time and in space. When a resource is time multiplexed, different
programs or users take turns using it. First one of them gets to use the resource,
then another, and so on. For example, with only one CPU and multiple programs
that want to run on it, the operating system first allocates the CPU to one program,
then, after it has run long enough, another one gets to use the CPU, then another,
and then eventually the first one again. Determining how the resource is time multiplexed—who goes next and for how long—is the task of the operating system.
Another example of time multiplexing is sharing the printer. When multiple print
jobs are queued up for printing on a single printer, a decision has to be made
about which one is to be printed next.
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The other kind of multiplexing is space multiplexing. Instead of the customers
taking turns, each one gets part of the resource. For example, main memory is
normally divided up among several running programs, so each one can be resident
at the same time (for example, in order to take turns using the CPU). Assuming
there is enough memory to hold multiple programs, it is more efficient to hold
several programs in.memory at once rather than give one of them all of it, especially if it only needs a small fraction of the total. Of course, this raises issues of
fairness, protection, and so on, and it is up to the operating system to solve them.
Another resource that is space multiplexed is the (hard) disk. In many systems a
single disk can hold files from many users at the same time. Allocating disk space
and keeping track of who is using which disk blocks is a typical operating system
resource management task.

1.2 H I S T O R Y OF O P E R A T I N G S Y S T E M S
Operating systems have been evolving through the years. In the following
sections we will briefly look at a few of the highlights. Since operating systems
have historically been closely tied to the architecture of the computers on which
they run, we will look at successive generations of computers to see what their operating systems were like. This mapping of operating system generations to computer generations is crude, but it does provide some structure where there would
otherwise be none.
The progression given below is largely chronological, but it has been a bumpy
ride. Each development did not wait until the previous one nicely finished before
getting started. There was a lot of overlap, not to mention many false starts and
dead ends. Take this as a guide, not as the last word.
The first true digital computer was designed by the English mathematician
Charles Babbage (1792-1871). Although Babbage spent most of his life and fortune trying to build his "analytical engine," he never got it working properly because it was purely mechanical, and the technology of his day could not produce
the required wheels, gears, and cogs to the high precision that he needed. Needless to say, the analytical engine did not have an operating system.
As an interesting historical aside, Babbage realized that he would need software for his analytical engine, so he hired a young woman named Ada Lovelace,
who was the daughter of the famed British poet Lord Byron, as the world's first
programmer. The programming language Ada® is named after her.
1.2.1 The First Generation (1945-55) Vacuum Tubes

After Babbage's unsuccessful efforts, little progress was made in constructing
digital computers until World War II, which stimulated an explosion of activity.
Prof. John Atanasoff and his graduate student Clifford Berry built what is now
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regarded as the first functioning digital computer at Iowa State University. It used
300 vacuum tubes. At about the same time, Konrad Zuse in Berlin built the Z3
computer out of relays. In 1944, the Colossus was built by a group at Bletchley
Park, England, the Mark I was built by Howard Aiken at Harvard, and the ENIAC
was built by William Mauchley and his graduate student J. Presper Eckert at the
University of Pennsylvania. Some were binary, some used vacuum tubes, some
were programmable, but all were very primitive and took seconds to perform even
the simplest calculation.
In these early days, a single group of people (usually engineers) designed,
built, programmed, operated, and maintained each machine. All programming was
done in absolute machine language, or even worse yet, by wiring up electrical circuits by connecting thousands of cables to plugboards to control the machine's
basic functions. Programming languages were unknown (even assembly language
was unknown). Operating systems were unheard of. The usual mode of operation
was for the programmer to sign up for a block of time using the signup sheet on
the wall, then come down to the machine room, insert his or her plugboard into
the computer, and spend the next few hours hoping that none of the 20,000 or so
vacuum tubes would burn out during the run. Virtually all the problems were simple straightforward numerical calculations, such as grinding out tables of sines,
cosines, and logarithms.
By the early 1950s, the routine had improved somewhat with the introduction
of punched cards. It was now possible to write programs on cards and read them
in instead of using plugboards; otherwise, the procedure was the same. .
1.2.2 The Second Generation (1955-65) Transistors and Batch Systems
The introduction of the transistor in the mid-1950s changed the picture radically. Computers became reliable enough that they could be manufactured and
sold to paying customers with the expectation that they would continue to function long enough to get some useful work done. For the first time, there was a
clear separation between designers, builders, operators, programmers, and maintenance personnel.
These machines, now called mainframes, were locked away in specially airconditioned computer rooms, with staffs of professional operators to run them.
Only large corporations or major government agencies or universities could afford
the multimillion-dollar price tag. To run a job (i.e., a program or set of programs), a programmer would first write the program on paper (in FORTRAN or
assembler), then punch it on cards. He would then bring the card deck down to
the input room and hand it to one of the operators and go drink coffee until the
output was ready.
When the computer finished whatever job it was currently running, an operator would go over to the printer and tear off the output and carry it over to the output room, so that the programmer could collect it later. Then he would take one of
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the card decks that had been brought from the input room and read it in. If the
FORTRAN compiler was needed, the operator would have to get it from a file
cabinet and read it in. Much computer time was wasted while operators were
walking around the machine room.
Given the high cost of the equipment, it is not surprising that people quickly
looked for ways to reduce the wasted time. The solution generally adopted was
the batch system. The idea behind it was to collect a tray full of jobs in the input
room and then read them onto a magnetic tape using a small (relatively) inexpensive computer, such as the IBM 1401, which was quite good at reading cards,
copying tapes, and printing output, but not at all good at numerical calculations.'
Other, much more expensive machines, such as the IBM 7094, were used for the
real computing. This situation is shown in Fig. 1-3.
Tape

W

Q»

System

(c)

(d)

(e)

<f)

Figure 1-3. An early batch system, (a) Programmers bring cards to 1401. (b)
1401 reads batch of jobs onto tape, (c) Operator carries input tape to 7094. (d)
7094 does computing, (e) Operator carries output tape to 1401. (f) 1401 prints
output.

After about an hour of collecting a batch of jobs, the cards were read onto a
magnetic tape, which was carried into the machine room, where it was mounted
on a tape drive. The operator then loaded a special program (the ancestor of
today's operating system), which read the first job from tape and ran it. The output was written onto a second tape, instead of being printed. After each job finished, the operating system automatically read the next job from the tape and
began running it. When the whole batch was done, the operator removed the input
and output tapes, replaced the input tape with the next batch, and brought the output tape to a 1401 for printing offline (i.e., not connected to the main computer).
The structure of a typical input job is shown in Fig. 1-4. It started out with a
SJOB card, specifying the maximum run time in minutes, the account number to
be charged, and the programmer's name. Then came a SFORTRAN card, telling
the operating system to load the FORTRAN compiler from the system tape. It
was directly followed by the program to be compiled, and then a $LOAD card, directing the operating system to load the object program just compiled. (Compiled
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programs were often written on scratch tapes and had to be loaded explicitly.)
Next came the $RUN card, telling the operating system to run the program with
the data following it. Finally, the SEND card marked the end of the job. These
primitive control cards were the forerunners of modern shells and command-line
interpreters.
$END
-Date for program

$RUN
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innovations on the 360 was multiprogramming, the ability to have several programs in memory at once, each in its own memory partition, as shown in Fig. 1-5.
While one job was waiting for I/O to complete, another job could be using the
CPU. Special hardware kept one program from interfering with another.
Job 3
Job 2
Job 1

Memory
partitions

Operating
system

$LOAD

-Fortran program
$FORTRAN
4JOB, 10,6610802, MARVIN TANENBAUM

Figure 1-4. Structure of a typical FMS job.

Large second-generation computers were used mostly for scientific and engineering calculations, such as solving the partial differential equations that often
occur in physics and engineering. They were largely programmed in FORTRAN
and assembly language. Typical operating systems were FMS (the Fortran Monitor System) and IBSYS, IBM's operating system for the 7094.
1.2.3 The Third Generation (1965-1980) ICs and Multiprogramming
By the early 1960s, most computer manufacturers had two distinct, incompatible, product lines. On the one hand there were the word-oriented, large-scale
scientific computers, such as the 7094, which were used for numerical calculations in science and engineering. On the other hand, there were the characteroriented, commercial computers, such as the 1401, which were widely used for
tape sorting and printing by banks and insurance companies.
With the introduction of the IBM System/360, w h j t a s e d ICs (Integrated Circuits), IBM combined these two machine types in flHpe series of compatible
machines. The lineal descendant of the 360, the zSeif^ is still widely used for
high-end server applications with massive data bases. One Of the many

Figure 1-5. A multiprogramming system with three jobs in memory.

Another major feature present in third-generation operating systems was the
ability to read jobs from cards onto the disk as soon as they were brought to the
computer room. Then, whenever a running job finished, the operating system
could load a new job from the disk into the now-empty partition and run it. This
technique is called spooling (from Simultaneous Peripheral Operation On Line)
and was also used for output. With spooling, the 1401s were no longer needed,
and much carrying of tapes disappeared.
Although third-generation operating systems were well suited for big scientific calculations and massive commercial data processing runs, they were still
basically batch systems with turnaround times of an hour. Programming is difficult if a misplaced comma wastes an hour. This desire of many programmers for
quick response time paved the way for timesharing, a variant of multiprogramming, in which each user has an online terminal. In a timesharing system, if 20
users are logged in and 17 of them are thinking or talking or drinking coffee, the
CPU can be allocated in turn to the three jobs that want service. Since people
debugging programs usually issue short commands (e.g., compile a five-page proceduref) rather than long ones (e.g., sort a million-record file), the computer can
provide fast, interactive service to a number of users and perhaps also work on big
batch jobs in the background when the CPU is otherwise idle. The first serious
timesharing system, CTSS (Compatible Time Sharing System), was developed
at M.I.T. on a specially modified 7094 (Corbatd et al., 1962). However, timesharing did not really become popular until the necessary protection hardware became
widespread during the third generation.
After the success of the CTSS system, M.I.T., Bell Labs', and General Electric
(then a major computer manufacturer) decided to embark on the development of a
"computer utility," a machine that would support some hundreds of simultaneous
tWe will use the terms "procedure," "subroutine," and "function" interchangeably in this book.
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timesharing users. It was called MULTICS (MULTiplexed Information and
Computing Service), and was a mixed success.
To make a long story short, MULTICS introduced many seminal ideas into
the computer literature, but only about 80 customers. However, MULTICS users,
including General Motors, Ford, and the U.S. National Security Agency, were
fiercely loyal, shutting down their MULTICS systems in the late 1990s, a 30-year
run.
For the moment, the concept of a computer utility has fizzled out, but it may
well come back in the form of massive centralized Internet servers to which relatively dumb user machines are attached, with most of the work happening on the
big servers. Web services is a step in this direction.
Despite its lack of commercial success, MULTICS had a huge influence on
subsequent operating systems.lt is described in several papers and a book (Corbato et at, 1972; Corbato" and Vyssotsky, 1965; Daley and Dennis, 1968; Organick, 1972; and Saltzer, 1974). It also has a still-active Website, located at
www.multicians.org, with a great deal of information about the system, its designers, and its users.
Another major development during the third generation was the phenomenal
growth of minicomputers, starting with the DEC PDP-1 in 1961. The PDP-1 had
only 4K of 18-bit words, but at $120,000 per machine (less than 5 percent of the
price of a 7094), it sold like hotcakes. It was quickly followed by a series of other
PDPs culminating in the PDP-11.
One of the computer scientists at Bell Labs who had worked on the MULTICS project, Ken Thompson, subsequently found a small PDP-7 minicomputer
that no one was using and set out to write a stripped-down, one-user version of
MULTICS. This work later developed into the UNIX® operating system, which
became popular in the academic world, with government agencies, and with many
companies.
The history of UNIX has been told elsewhere (e.g., Salus, 1994). Part of that
story will be given in Chap. 10. For now, suffice it to say, that because the source
code was widely available, various organizations developed their own (incompatible) versions, which led to chaos. Two major versions developed, System V, from
AT&T, and BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) from the University of California at Berkeley. These had minor variants as well. To make it possible to write
programs that could run on any UNIX system, IEEE developed a standard for
UNIX, called POSIX, that most versions of UNIX now support. POSIX defines a
minimal system call interface that conformant UNIX systems must support. In
fact, some other operating systems now also support the POSIX interface.
As an aside, it is worth mentioning that in 1987, the author released a small
clone of UNIX, called MINIX, for educational purposes. Functionally, MINIX is
very similar to UNIX, including POSIX support. Since that time, the original version has evolved into MINIX 3, which is highly modular and focused on very high
reliability. It has the ability to detect and replace faulty or even crashed modules
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(such as I/O device drivers) on the fly without a reboot and without disturbing
running programs. A book describing its internal operation and listing the source
code in an appendix is also available (Tanenbaum and Woodhull, 2006). The
MINIX 3 system is available for free (including all the source code) over the Internet at www.minix3.org.
The desire for a free production (as opposed to educational) version of MINIX
led a Finnish student, Linus Torvalds, to write Linux. This system was directly
inspired by and developed on MINIX and originally supported various MINIX features (e.g., the MINIX file system). It has since been extended in many ways but
still retains some of underlying structure common to MINIX and to UNIX.
Readers interested in a detailed history of Linux and the open source movement
might want to read Glyn Moody's (2001) book. Most of what will be said about
UNIX in this book thus applies .to System V, MINIX, Linux, and other versions and
clones of UNIX as well.
1.2.4 The Fourth Generation (1980-Present) Personal Computers
With the development of LSI (Large Scale Integration) circuits, chips containing thousands of transistors on a square centimeter of silicon, the age of the
personal computer dawned. In terms of architecture, personal computers (initially
called microcomputers) were not all that different from minicomputers of the
PDP-11 class, but in terms of price they certainly were different. Where the
minicomputer made it possible for a department in a company or university to
have its own computer, the microprocessor chip made it possible for a single individual to have his or her own personal computer.
In 1974, when Intel came out with the 8080, the first general-purpose 8-bit
CPU, it wanted an operating system for the 8080, in part to be able to test it. Intel
asked one of its consultants, Gary Kildall, to write one. Kildall and a friend first
built a controller for the newly released Shugart Associates 8-inch floppy disk and
hooked the floppy disk up to the 8080, thus producing the first microcomputer
with a disk. Kildall then wrote a disk-based operating system called CP/M (Control Program for Microcomputers) for it. Since Intel did not think that diskbased microcomputers had much of a future, when Kildall asked for the rights to
CP/M, Intel granted his request. Kildall then formed a company, Digital Research,
to further develop and sell CP/M.
In 1977, Digital Research rewrote CP/M to make it suitable for running on the
many microcomputers using the 8080, Zilog Z80, and other CPU chips. Many application programs were written to run on CP/M, allowing it to completely dominate the world of microcomputing for about 5 years.
In the early 1980s, IBM designed the IBM PC and looked around for software
to run on it. People from IBM contacted Bill Gates to license his BASIC interpreter. They also asked him if he knew of an operating system to run on the PC.
Gates suggested that IBM contact Digital Research, then the world's dominant
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operating systems company. Making what was surely the worst business decision
in recorded history, Kildall refused to meet with IBM, sending a subordinate instead. To make matters worse, his lawyer even refused to sign IBM's nondisclosure agreement covering the not-yet-announced PC. Consequently, IBM went
back to Gates asking if he could provide them with an operating system.
When IBM came back, Gates realized that a local computer manufacturer,
Seattle Computer Products, had a suitable operating system, DOS (Disk Operating System). He approached them and asked to buy it (allegedly for $75,000),
which they readily accepted. Gates then offered IBM a DOS/BASIC package,
which IBM accepted. IBM wanted certain modifications, so Gates hired the person who wrote DOS, Tim Paterson, as an employee of Gates' fledgling company,
Microsoft, to make them. The revised system was renamed MS-DOS (MicroSoft
Disk Operating System) and quickly came to dominate the IBM PC market. A
key factor here was Gates' (in retrospect, extremely wise) decision to sell MSDOS to computer companies for bundling with their hardware, compared to
KildalPs attempt to sell CP/M to end users one at a time (at least initially). After
all this transpired, Kildall died suddenly and unexpectedly from causes that have
not been fully disclosed.
By the time the successor to the IBM PC, the IBM PC/AT, came out in 1983
with the Intel 80286 CPU, MS-DOS was firmly entrenched and CP/M was on its
last legs. MS-DOS was later widely used on the 80386 and 80486. Although the
initial version of MS-DOS was fairly primitive, subsequent versions included more
advanced features, including many taken from UNIX. (Microsoft was well aware
of UNIX, even selling a microcomputer version of it called XENIX during the
company's early years.)
CP/M, MS-DOS, and other operating systems for early microcomputers were
all based on users typing in commands from the keyboard. That eventually changed due to research done by Doug Engelbart at Stanford Research Institute in the
1960s. Engelbart invented the GUI Graphical User Interface, complete with
windows, icons, menus, and mouse. These ideas were adopted by researchers at
Xerox PARC and incorporated into machines they built.
One day, Steve Jobs, who co-invented the Apple computer in his garage,
visited PARC, saw a GUI, and instantly realized its potential value, something
Xerox management famously did not. This strategic blunder o|g^rgantuan proportions led to a book entitled Fumbling the Future (Smith and Alexander, 1988).
Jobs then embarked on building an Apple with a GUI. This project led to the
Lisa, which was too expensive and failed commercially. Jobs' second attempt, the
Apple Macintosh, was a huge success, not only because it was much cheaper than
the Lisa, but also because it was user friendly, meaning that it was intended for
users who not only knew nothing about computers but furthermore had absolutely
no intention whatsoever of learning. In the creative world of graphic design, professional digital photography, and professional digital video production, Macintoshes are very widely used and their users are very enthusiastic about them.
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When Microsoft decided to build a successor to MS-DOS, it was strongly
influenced by the success of the Macintosh. It produced a GUI-based system called Windows, which originally ran on top of MS-DOS (i.e., it was more like a shell
than a true operating system). For about 10 years, from 1985 to 1995, Windows
was just a graphical environment on top of MS-DOS. However, starting in 1995 a
freestanding version of Windows, Windows 95, was released that incorporated
many operating system features into it, using the underlying MS-DOS system only
for booting and running old MS-DOS programs. In 1998, a slightly modified version of this system, called Windows 98 was released. Nevertheless, both Windows
95 and Windows 98 still contained a large amount of 16-bit Intel assembly language.
Another Microsoft operating system is Windows NT (NT stands for New
Technology), which is compatible with Windows 95 at a certain level, but a complete rewrite from scratch internally. It is a full 32-bit system. The lead designer
for Windows NT was David Cutler, who was also one of the designers of the
VAX VMS operating system, so some ideas from VMS are present in NT. In
fact, so many ideas from VMS were present in it that the owner of VMS, DEC,
sued Microsoft. The case was settled out of court for an amount of money requiring many digits to express. Microsoft expected that the first version of NT would
kill off MS-DOS and all other versions of Windows since it was a vastly superior
system, but it fizzled. Only with Windows NT 4.0 did it finally catch on in a big
way, especially on corporate networks. Version 5 of Windows NT was renamed
Windows 2000 in early 1999. It was intended to be the successor to both Windows 98 and Windows NT 4.0.
That did not quite work out either, so Microsoft came out with yet another
version of Windows 98 called Windows Me (Millennium edition). In 2001, a
slightly upgraded version of Windows 2000, called Windows XP was released.
That version had a much longer run (6 years), basically replacing all previous versions of Windows. Then in January 2007, Microsoft finally released the successor
to Windows XP, called Vista. It came with a new graphical interface, Aero, and
many new or upgraded user programs. Microsoft hopes it will replace Windows
XP completely, but this process could take the better part of a decade.
The other major contender in the personal computer world is UNIX (and its
various derivatives). UNIX is strongest on network and enterprise servers, but is
also increasingly present on desktop computers, especially in rapidly developing
countries such as India and China. On Pentium-based computers, Linux is
becoming a popular alternative to Windows for students and increasingly many
corporate users. As an aside, throughout this book we will use the term "Pentium" to mean the Pentium I, II, III, and 4 as well as its successors such as Core 2
Duo. The term x86 is also sometimes used to indicate the entire range of Intel
CPUs going back to the 8086, whereas "Pentium" will be used to mean all CPUs
from the Pentium I onwards. Admittedly, this term is not perfect, but no better one
is available. One has to wonder which marketing genius at Intel threw out a brand
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name (Pentium) that half the world knew well and respected and replaced it with
terms like "Core 2 duo" which very few people understand—quick, what does the
"2" mean and what does the "duo" mean? Maybe "Pentium 5" (or "Pentium 5
dual core," etc.) was just too hard to remember. FreeBSD is also a popular UNIX
derivative, originating from the BSD project at Berkeley. AH modern Macintosh
computers run a modified version of FreeBSD. UNIX is also standard on workstations powered by high-performance RISC chips, such as those sold by HewlettPackard and Sun Microsystems.
Many UNIX users, especially experienced programmers, prefer a commandbased interface to a GUI, so nearly all UNIX systems support a windowing system
called the X Window System (also known as X l l ) produced at M.I.T. This system handles the basic window management, allowing users to create, delete,
move, and resize windows using a mouse. Often a complete GUI, such as Gnome
or KDE is available to run on top of X l l giving UNIX a look and feel something
like the Macintosh or Microsoft Windows, for those UNIX users who want such a
thing.
An interesting development that began taking place during the mid-1980s is
the growth of networks of personal computers running network operating systems and distributed operating systems (Tanenbaum and Van Steen, 2007). In
a network operating system, the users are aware of the existence of multiple computers and can log in to remote machines and copy files from one machine to another. Each machine runs its own local operating system and has its own local
user (or users).
Network operating systems are not fundamentally different from single-processor operating systems. They obviously need a network interface controller and
some low-level software to drive it, as well as programs to achieve remote login
and remote file access, but these additions do not change the essential structure of
the operating system.
A distributed operating system, in contrast, is one that appears to its users as a
traditional uniprocessor system, even though it is actually composed of multiple
processors. The users should not be aware of where their programs are being run
or where their files are located; that should all be handled automatically and efficiently by the operating system.
True distributed operating systems require more than just adding a little code
to a uniprocessor operating system, because distributed and centralized systems
differ in certain critical ways. Distributed systems, for example, often allow applications to run on several processors at the same time, thus requiring more complex processor scheduling algorithms in order to optimize the amount of paralr
lelism.
Communication delays within the network often mean that these (and other)
algorithms must run with incomplete, outdated, or even incorrect information.
This situation is radically different from a single-processor system in which the
operating system has complete information about the system state.
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1.3 C O M P U T E R H A R D W A R E R E V I E W
An operating system is intimately tied to the hardware of the computer it runs
on. It extends the computer's instruction set and manages its resources. To work,
it must know a great deal about the hardware, at least about how the hardware
appears to the programmer. For this reason, let us briefly review computer hardware as found in modern personal computers. After that, we can start getting into
the details of what operating systems do and how they work.
Conceptually, a simple personal computer can be abstracted to a model
resembling that of Fig. 1-6. The CPU, memory, and I/O devices are all connected
by a system bus and communicate with one another over it. Modern personal
computers have a more complicated structure, involving multiple buses, which we
will look at later. For the time being, this model will be sufficient. In the following sections, we will briefly review these components and examine some of the
hardware issues that are of concern to operating system designers. Needless to
say, this will be a very compact summary. Many books have been written on the
subject of computer hardware and computer organization Two well-known ones
are by Tanenbaum (2006) and Patterson and Hennessy (2004).
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Figure 1-6. Some of the components of a simple personal computer.

1.3.1 Processors
The "brain" of the computer is the CPU. It fetches instructions from memory
and executes them. The basic cycle of every CPU is to fetch the first instruction
from memory, decode it to determine its type and operands, execute it, and then
fetch, decode, and execute subsequent instructions. The cycle is repeated until the
program finishes. In this way, programs are carried out.
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Each CPU has a specific set of instructions that it can execute. Thus a Pentium cannot execute SPARC programs and a SPARC cannot execute Pentium programs. Because accessing memory to get an instruction or data word takes much
longer than executing an instruction, all CPUs contain some registers inside to
hold key variables and temporary results. Thus the instruction set generally contains instructions to load a word from memory into a register, and store a word
from a register into memory. Other instructions combine two operands from registers, memory, or both into a result, such as adding two words and storing the result in a register or in memory.
In addition to the general registers used to hold variables and temporary results, most computers have several special registers that are visible to the programmer. One of these is the program counter, which contains the memory address of the next instruction to be fetched. After that instruction has been fetched,
the program counter is updated to point to its successor.
Another register is the stack pointer, which points to the top of the current
stack in memory. The stack contains one frame for each procedure that has been
entered but not yet exited. A procedure's stack frame holds those input parameters, local variables, and temporary variables that are not kept in registers.
Yet another register is the PSW (Program Status Word). This register contains the condition code bits, which are set by comparison instructions, the CPU
priority, the mode (user or kernel), and various other control bits. User programs
may normally read the entire PSW but typically may write only some of its fields.
The PSW plays an important role in system calls and I/O.
The operating system must be aware of all the registers. When time multiplexing the CPU, the operating system will often stop the running program to
(re)start another one. Every time it stops a running program, the operating system
must save all the registers so they can be restored when the program runs later.
To improve performance, CPU designers have long abandoned the simple
model of fetching, decoding, and executing one instruction at a time. Many modern CPUs have facilities for executing more than one instruction at the same time.
For example, a CPU might have separate fetch, decode, and execute units, so that
while it was executing instruction n, it could also be decoding instruction n + 1
and fetching instruction n + 2. Such an organization is called a pipeline and is illustrated in Fig. 1 -7(a) for a pipeline with three stages. Longer pipelines are common. In most pipeline designs, once an instruction has been fetched into the pipeline, it must be executed, even if the preceding instruction was a conditional
branch that was taken. Pipelines cause compiler writers and operating system
writers great headaches because they expose the complexities of the underlying
machine to them.
Even more advanced than a pipeline design is a superscalar CPU, shown in
Fig. 1 -7(b). In this design, multiple execution units are present, for example, one
for integer arithmetic, one for floating-point arithmetic, and one for Boolean operations. Two or more instructions are fetched at once, decoded, and dumped into a
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Figure 1-7. (a) A three-stage pipeline, (b) A superscalar CPU.

holding buffer until they can be executed. As soon as an execution unit is free, it
looks in the holding buffer to see if there is an instruction it can handle, and if so,
it removes the instruction from the buffer and executes it. An implication of this
design is that program instructions are often executed out of order. For the most
part, it is up to the hardware to make sure the result produced is the same one a
sequential implementation would have produced, but an annoying amount of the
complexity is foisted onto the operating system, as we shall see.
Most CPUs, except very simple ones used in embedded systems,.have two
modes, kernel mode and user mode, as mentioned earlier. Usually, a bit in the
PSW controls the mode. When running in kernel mode, the CPU can execute
every instruction in its instruction set and use every feature of the hardware. The
operating system runs in kernel mode, giving it access to the complete hardware.
In contrast, user programs run in user mode, which permits only a subset of
the instructions to be executed and a subset of the features to be accessed. Generally, all instructions involving I/O and memory protection are disallowed in user
mode. Setting the PSW mode bit to enter kernel mode is also forbidden, of course.
To obtain services from the operating system, a user program must make a
system call, which traps into the kernel and invokes the operating system. The
TRAP instruction switches from user mode to kernel mode and starts the operating
system. When the work has been completed, control is returned to the user program at the instruction following the system call. We will explain the details of
the system call mechanism later in this chapter but for the time being, think of it
as a special kind of procedure call instruction that has the additional property of
switching from user mode to kernel mode. As a note on typography, we will use
the lower case Helvetica font to indicate system calls in running text, like this:
read.
It is worth noting that computers have traps other than the instruction for executing a system call. Most of the other traps are caused by the hardware to warn of
an exceptional situation such as an attempt to divide by 0 or a floating-point
underflow. In all cases the operating system gets control and must decide what to
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do. Sometimes the program must be terminated with an error. Other times the
error can be ignored (an underflowed number can be set to 0). Finally, when the
program has announced in advance that it wants to handle certain kinds of conditions, control can be passed back to the program to let it deal with the problem.
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Multithreaded and Multicore Chips
Moore's law states that the number of transistors on a chip doubles every 18
months. This "law" is not some kind of law of physics, like conservation of momentum, but is an observation by Intel cofounder Gordon Moore of how fast process engineers at the semiconductor companies are able to shrink their transistors.
Moore's law has held for three decades now and is expected to hold for at least
one more.
The abundance of transistors is leading to a problem: what to do with all of
them? We saw one approach above: superscalar architectures, with multiple functional units. But as the number of transistors increases, even more is possible.
One obvious thing to do is put bigger caches on the CPU chip and that is definitely happening, but eventually the point of diminishing returns is reached.
The obvious next step is to replicate not only the functional units, but also
some of the control logic. The Pentium 4 and some other CPU chips have this
property, called multithreading or hyperthreading (Intel's name for it). To a
first approximation, what it does is allow the CPU to hold the state of two different threads and then switch back and forth on a nanosecond time scale. (A
thread is a kind of lightweight process, which, in turn, is a running program; we
will get into the details in Chap. 2.) For example, if one of the processes needs to
read a word from memory (which takes many clock cycles), a multithreaded CPU
can just switch to another thread. Multithreading does not offer true parallelism.
Only one process at a time is running, but thread switching time is reduced to the
order of a nanosecond.
Multithreading has implications for the operating system because each thread
appears to the operating system as a separate CPU. Consider a system with two
actual CPUs, each with two threads. The operating system will see this as four
CPUs. If there is only enough work to keep two CPUs busy at a certain point in
time, it may inadvertently schedule two threads on the same CPU, with the other
CPU completely idle. This choice is far less efficient than using one thread on
each CPU. The successor to the Pentium 4, the Core (also Core 2) architecture
does not have hyperthreading, but Intel has announced that the Core's successor
will have it again.
Beyond multithreading, we have CPU chips with two or four or more complete processors or cores on them. The multicore chips of Fig. 1-8 effectively
carry four minichips on them, each with its own independent CPU. (The caches
will be explained below.) Making use of such a multicore chip will definitely require a multiprocessor operating system.
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Figure 1-8. (a) A quad-core chip with a shared L2 cache, (b) A quad-core chip
with separate L2 caches.

1.3.2 Memory
The second major component in any computer is the memory. Ideally, a memory should be extremely fast (faster than executing an instruction so the CPU is
not held up by the memory), abundantly large, and dirt cheap. No current technology satisfies all of these goals, so a different approach is taken. The memory
system is constructed as a hierarchy of layers, as shown in Fig. 1-9. The top layers have higher speed, smaller capacity, and greater cost per bit than the lower
ones, often by factors of a billion or more.

Typical access time

Typical capacity

1 nsec

Registers

<1 KB

2 nsec

Cache

4MB

10 nsec

Main memory

10 msec

Magnetic disk

200-1000 GB

Magnetic tape

400-800 GB

100 sec

512-2048 MB

Figure 1-9. A typical memory hierarchy. The numbers are very rough approximations.

The top layer consists of the registers internal to the CPU. They are made of
the same material as the CPU and are thus just as fast as the CPU. Consequently,
there is no delay in accessing them. The storage capacity available in them is typically 32 x 32-bits on a 32-bit CPU and 64 x 64-bits on a 64-bit CPU. Less than 1
KB in both cases. Programs must manage the registers (i.e., decide what to keep
in them) themselves, in software.
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Next comes the cache memory, which is mostly controlled by the hardware.
Main memory is divided up into cache lines, typically 64 bytes, with addresses 0
to 63 in cache line 0, addresses 64 to 127 in cache line 1, and so on. The most
heavily used cache lines are kept in a high-speed cache located inside or very
close to the CPU. When the program needs to read a memory word, the cache
hardware checks to see if the line needed is in the cache. If it is, called a cache
hit, the request is satisfied from the cache and no memory request is sent over the
bus to the main memory. Cache hits normally take about two clock cycles. Cache
misses have to go to memory, with a substantial time penalty. Cache memory is
limited in size due to its high cost. Some machines have two or even three levels
of cache, each one slower and bigger than the one before it.
Caching plays a major role in many areas of computer science, not just caching lines of RAM. Whenever there is a large resource that can be divided into
pieces, some of which are used much more heavily than others, caching is often
invoked to improve performance. Operating systems use it all the time. For example, most operating systems keep (pieces of) heavily used files in main memory to avoid having to fetch them from the disk repeatedly. Similarly, the results of
converting long path names like
/home/ast/projects/minix3/src/kemel/clock.c
into the disk address where the file is located can be cached to avoid repeated
lookups. Finally, when an address of a Web page (URL) is converted to a network
address (IP address), the result can be cached for future use. Many other uses
exist.
In any caching system, several questions come up fairly soon, including:
1. When to put a new item into the cache.
2. Which cache line to put the new item in.
3. Which item to remove from the cache when a slot is needed.
4. Where to put a newly evicted item in the larger memory.
Not every question is relevant to every caching situation. For caching lines of
main memory in the CPU cache, a new item will generally be entered on every
cache miss. The cache line to use is generally computed by using some of the
high-order bits of the memory address referenced. For example, with 4096 cache
lines of 64 bytes and 32 bit addresses, bits 6 through 17 might be used to specify
the cache line, with bits 0 to 5 the byte within the cache line. In this case, the
item to remove is the same one as the new data goes into, but in other systems it
might not be. Finally, when a cache line is rewritten to main memory (if it has
been modified since it was cached), the place in memory to rewrite it to is
uniquely determined by the address in question.
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Caches are such a good idea that modern
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